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Samuel Coleman’s Story 

 

“I became a past student of Ghana Secondary Technical School (GSTS), Takoradi after sitting 

the WASSCE, 2020. I stayed home for a year to help my parents gather resources to help me 

continue with tertiary education. 

 

As it stands now, the financial status of my family cannot afford to sponsor me as my parents 

struggled to demand help from my sister and my uncle (who took a loan for us to be paid in 

installments) to pay my admission fees which were worth GH₵12,485.00. Awarding me this 

scholarship will clear my regular thinking about how to finance my education for the subsequent 

years. 

I am a very positive and happy person who has the mindset that you only get out of life what 

you are prepared to put in. Although I am young, I have big ambitions for my future, and I know 

the only way I will achieve those set ambitions is if I work hard, persevere, and I am prepared to 

listen and learn. Outside of my studies, I keep myself fit and active and I enjoy spending time 

with my family. I dedicate some time to my own personal development. 

 

I understand lots of people apply for this scholarship and I would hope my future ambitions and 

my promise that I will be committed to my studies, make me a strong applicant. 

I want to be a beneficiary of this scholarship program to be financially and academically 

supported as this will help me climb higher on the educational ladder and also go a long way to 

assist me to attain my long-term goal of being a medical doctor in the future. 

I believe I deserve this scholarship because I have genuine, achievable plans for my career and I 

understand I will only achieve those plans if I apply myself throughout my studies. I have got to 

know the significance of applying oneself and being consistent in whatever you do and making 

sure, you do it to the right standard. If I am fortunate enough to get this scholarship, I will be 

committed to my studies and I will repay the trust you will have shown to me, by being a model 

student, supporting others, and ensuring I achieve my goals. 

 

I want to be a medical doctor because I am so passionate about Medicine. Studying Medicine 

will not only help me to make a difference in people’s lives but will also get me the opportunity 



to directly influence and educate people to lead healthier lives. Educating people on their 

health and ensuring they adhere to the highlighted issues to promote their health care in the 

nation will minimize the increasing number of individuals falling sick every day putting pressure 

on hospitals and health personnel. 

 

Public campaigns on health will also show a great significant decrement in the health burden on 

the government, save the country from importing too many drugs from other countries and the 

money budgeted to provide us with drugs will be channeled to other profitable ventures like 

education to quicken the development of Ghana”. 

 

Samuel stood out during his final interview with the JEQ Foundation founders, and he is now 

receiving tuition and residential scholarships. 

 

Join us to impart more students like Samuel. 


